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**Based on approximately 75 interviews and active involvement in helping to set up an Unemployment Working Centre, this examination of joblessness in London, Ontario is a unique exploration of the dimensions of alienation attendant upon being out of work. It strives to appreciate the human contours of a structural problem and complements analysis of labour markets, state policies and welfare practices with appreciation of the routines of daily life and identifications, family relations, and self-definitions of the unemployed themselves.**


**This magazine-format illustrated history of the 1987-1988 battle of the Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union, Local 1065 against the Coca-Cola Empire is beautifully produced and aimed at a popular audience. It conveys well the commitments of the strikers and the widespread union support they received from other workers. Because of innovative tactics, impressive solidarity, and wide support 80 New Brunswick workers faced down a large multinational.**


**The essays gathered in this volume grew out (for the most part) of a 1985 conference at Queen’s University. They share a focus on the debilitating impact of capitalist restructuring of Atlantic Canada, but they pit different perspectives against one another. At issue are the respective strengths and possibilities of struggles paced by gender, class, or a populist alliance of primary producers.**


**New Star has published a number of books on the New Right, especially as it has influenced British Columbia. Saskatchewan’s experience is now added to territory covered, and this book marches us through the history of the province in the 1980s. Readers of this journal will find the chapter on “The Assault on the Unions” instructive.**


**Bringing together 37 activists and scholars, this volume presents a wide-ranging and innovatively-ordered com-**
mentary on the history and politics of women's peace involvement in Canada.

Jesse Vorst, et al., eds., Race, Class, Gender: Bonds and Barriers (Toronto: Garamond 1989).

THIS FIFTH ANNUAL collection of the Society for Socialist Studies presents ten essays that tackle many of the themes most will associate with the title: immigrant women and the state's policies toward them, native women, the relationship of gender and race, the nature of patriarchy, and the organizations and mobilizations of women in Canada and the Third World.


THIS EDITED COLLECTION will be of use to those involved in the co-operative movement and in co-operative enterprises. It details the dilemmas and problems arising when co-ops emulate their mainstream business rivals in order to succeed, thus undermining their own uniqueness and social vision.


DRAWING ON PRINTED sources, newspapers, and archival sources this text presents snapshots of life in Upper Canada, covering in detail no single stratum but presenting chapter discussions of farming, commerce, and women and fleshing out themes such as upward mobility and character.


THIS BEAUTIFULLY-PRODUCED volume honours one of Canada's premier social historians. The essays, authored by his students and admirers, are wide-ranging and cover the diversity of topics that Careless himself explored. Much of the volume attends to the pre-1870 years and there is little direct attention to the working class. But essays by Gerald Tulchinsky on Toronto's late nineteenth-century clothing industry and Paul Romney's useful discussion of class, religion, and nationality in the Toronto election of 1836 will prove useful to readers of this journal.


LIKE THE PREVIOUS two volumes of the Osgoode Society on the history of Canadian law, this one presents wide-ranging essays covering a number of topics. Unlike the earlier ventures, edited by David Flaherty, this text is regionally restricted. All of the essays have some contextual relevance for working-class history, but most directly applicable to an understanding of labour are Jim Phillips' discussion of vagrancy law, R. Jane Price's analysis of female criminality in Halifax (which supplements Judith Fingard's recent studies), and Margaret McCallum's important statement on the 1888 Mines Arbitration Act.


THIS EXAMINATION of the Homewood Retreat illuminates the histories of women,
the family, medicine, and psychiatry in the late 19th and early 20th centuries.


QUEBEC'S IDENTIFICATION with cooperative financial institutions is striking. This careful study explores the making of the Caisse Populaires and provides insights that will be useful to historians of labour organizations and working-class daily life.


DEDICATED TO Herbert Gutman, this collection of essays originated in one of Gutman's last intellectual passions: the search for a viable synthesis of American working-class history. Gutman and others laid the groundwork for a 1984 conference, at which most of the essays gathered together in this text were first presented. What emerges most starkly, however, is the fractured character of the historiography of labour, if not of its history. Somewhat dated with the passing of five years between presentation and publication, these essays nevertheless serve as a useful reminder of the problems and possibilities of synthesizing class experience in ways that address other important and reciprocal histories, most especially those of capitalist development, gender, and the impact of the state.


Peter Oresick and Nicholas Coles, eds., Working Classics: Poems on Industrial Life (Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press 1990). These poets include 74 writers and 169 poems. They cover the range of post-World War II North American industrial poetry, with verse that addresses mining and fish cleaning, blast furnaces and sewing machines. Canadians and readers of this journal will note the inclusion of Tom Wayman in the anthology. Indeed, Wayman, with seven poems is well represented. Moreover, in placing his writing alongside US industrial poets we see Wayman in a larger North American setting, one that highlights his work in interesting and useful ways.


THESE USEFUL COMPILATIONS OF ESSAYS COVER the Asian, Hispanic, African-American, Northern and Western European, and Southern and Eastern European experiences, although it is the latter two couples that get the lion's share of attention. Still, this anthology does try to touch a lot of bases, albeit ones that are less efforts at synthesizing complex and long histories than they are slices of that difficult totality. The African-American contribution, for instance, covers one state, one union, and one decade. The introduction tends to rely on these slices too much and could perhaps have reached toward some kind of more comprehensive generalization.


George Rawick died in St. Louis on 27 June 1990. For forty years he had been a part of the workers movement, his later period consumed with writing and teaching. He understood the centrality of black Americans in the formation of the US working class and produced his studies of the slave community as a conscious effort
to write the first chapter in the history of American labour. Politically, his personal history carried him away from Stalinism and Trotskyism into alliance with C.L.R. James and the Forest-Johnson tendency. Working-class self-activity was, for George, always paramount. These two publications mourn his loss and commemorate his contribution. The Fitz-Roediger collection presents a number of short essays by activists and scholars influenced and impressed by the Rawick contribution, the stress being most emphatically on people's history and its insights into working-class self-organization and self-activity. The Midnight Notes pocket-sized memoriam reproduces two of Rawick's essays, one addressing racism the other the often-cited Radical America piece on self-activity.


The body and its presentation is now a central topic of concern for many historians and social scientists. This collection of essays addresses how sport, advertising, eating, education, and therapy relate to this history. Much of the writing focusses on masculinity and should help those interested in the gendered aspects of class formation reformulate an understanding of how American workers were made.


Mackenzie chronicles the ways in which women interacted with and altered the environment in the resort city of Brighton between 1945 and the 1980s. The result is a useful study of official versus unofficial views of an urban milieu, with the public story enhanced by a reading of private lives orchestrated around childcare, family, fertility, and domestic and paid women's work.


This account, structured around an almost entrepreneurial assessment of "relocation costs" might prove infuriating to many, but the discussions of hygiene and disease as they relate to the military conquests of imperialism are an important feature of the rise of empire and one which labour historians should begin to try to assimilate into their work, if not address explicitly.


Cahm puts to rest the notion that Kropotkin was uninterested in the revolutionary role of the proletariat. Her important book relates Kropotkin and his thought to late nineteenth-century anarchist thought, specifically bakuninism and anarcho-communism; addresses Kropotkin's relation to whole ideology and practice of 'propaganda by deed'; and closes with a section on Kropotin's evolving views on trade unionism.


With essays on the Comintern and the Communist Parties of France, Italy, Greece, and Yugoslavia, this text presents an important perspective on the southern European history of the 1940s.

**Kagarlitsky has gained** a quick reputation in the West as the leading figure in the left opposition to Gorbachev, a voice struggling to keep Marxism and socialism alive in a hostile climate. Much was heard of and made of Kagarlitsky six months ago; less so now as Gorbachev’s critics from the right drown out, domestically and internationally, the voice of the left. This book presents Kagarlitsky’s view of the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe at the end of the 1980s, as well as interview statements on his own organization, the Moscow Popular Front for Perestroika. The problem is that no sooner is this statement translated and published in English than it is dated and left behind by events.


**Eastern European radical advocates** of peace join with American and British activists and writers to assess the underlying social, economic, and political conditions for a new detente.


**No *New Left Review* writer has so focused theoretically on class** as Erik Olin Wright. This collection presents his general framework and then moves into commentaries and rejoinders involving Wright in dialogue with a host of critics, including Michael Burawoy, Guglielmo Carchedi, Peter Meiksins, Johanna Brenner and others.


**This slight volume presents a clear and straightforward introduction to the provisions of the National Labor Relations Act in the US.**
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